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overview

brief

arboriculture has the fourth most fatalities per
capita in the united states work force. 

goal:design a product or system that improve the 
safety.specifically aimed towards tree climbing 
aspect. this system could be used in other jobs. 

 

  
    
   
   
  

  

this system will include a group effort between 
training agencies, product manufacturers, and 
active arborists. 

collaborate
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50% 
mortality rate 
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> 70% climbing related
> 20% felling zone related
> 10% equipment failure related
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trained professionals are

10 times safer

*statistic acquired from peter gerstenberger, author of tcia safety curriculum
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interviews

peter gerstenberger, tcia
 

jeff schoeny, shawnee tree
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pretensious. learned through this experience 
that arborists are very peculiar about their 
profession, and they take pride in their work. 
they don’t want to be confused with other 
professions.

this was taken into consideration in the     
aesthetics and attitude of the design.

knowledgable. peter writes the safety code for 
tcia, a highly respected accreditation organization. 
knew everything there was to know about 
arboriculture.described different levels of           
certification.

helped decide how to approach the social          
responsibility aspect of the system and how to 
incorporate it into training curriculum.



observations
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randy allowed me to ob-
serve him and his crew for 
an entire day, and then 
come back for check in’s.  
he was very helpful and 
very insightful having been 
an arborist for 12 years and 
a wildland firefighter before 
that. he knew all of the gear 
and loved to try new gear.

randy towe



findings
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ergonomics

aesthetic

there are injuries that occur
indirect off the work site as
well as the more serious ones
that occur on site. tendonitis
from using the chainsaw single
handedly while climbing is a 
result of the work.

these guys take great pride in
who they are and what they do.
as a result they have a bit of
an attitude about them. this 
could be useful to consider when
designing the product line. 

voluntary training greatly increases
the likelihood that workers will not
be seriously injured on the job. peter
from tcia said they are statistically,
10x more safe than those who are not. 

the majority of the manufacturing
companies and standardization companies

for these products are european. 

social

cultural



breakdown
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problem
.injury

.lack of training
.lack of regulating

.unprecedented system
.revolutionary product

arborists’ line of
work is not recognized

by ohsa as a skilled
trade. therefore it

is unregulated.

collaboration between
the product manufacturers

and the accreditation
organizations will

be crucial in making
this successful.

solution

execution

manufacturers
must develop the

product

come up with a complementary
training program which
supports the product
and improves safety

organizations
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ideation
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